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Clean Technology Partners’
vision is a world where the wide
spread deployment of solar PV is
coupled with better utilisation of
electrical infrastructure.
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www.clean-tech.com.au
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OUR PEOPLE
Clean Technology Partners has a professional
and experienced team of engineers.
We are motivated by the economic,
environmental and social opportunities
of the transition to clean technology that
is mobilising globally. Led by Directors
Lachlan Bateman and Matthew Haddad
with a combined 20 years + experience
working in the solar PV industry.

“We are truly pleased with the services
and expertise provided by CTP and value
they offered for a company, and can highly
recommend their services to others.”
Daniel Ruoss, former BDM at Solar Systems

Founding Directors
Lachlan Bateman – Managing Director

Matthew Haddad – Technical Director

Lachlan has been working in solar energy
since graduating in 2003. Starting his career
as a project engineer in Melbourne, Lachlan
subsequently moved to the UK where he
spent 5 years working on solar projects
across Europe. Lachlan established Clean
Technology Partners in 2011 to provide
professional engineering services to the
then fledgling Australian commercial and
utility scale PV markets.

With over 10 years working in the solar
and electrical engineering fields, Matthew‘s
engineering experience includes electrical
design, power system modelling and PV solar
farm design. Matt has experience as lead
electrical engineer on a number of large scale
solar farms internationally, including UK’s first
utility scale PV system and the first utility scale
PV system connected to Australia’s National
Electricity Market.
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OUR HISTORY
For over 5 years Clean Technology Partner’s path has followed that of
Australia’s burgeoning commercial, utility and hybrid solar PV markets.
Considered niche five years ago, these markets
have steadily increased in prominence and are
now considered by many to hold the key to
future growth of the Australian Renewables Industry.
The growth of these markets has necessitated

an increase in the sophistication, innovation
and dogged persistence of the solar industry to
overcome a raft of cost, regulatory and technical
barriers. This is where Clean Technology Partners’
services and expertise comes to the fore.

Having played key technical roles in many of
Australia’s leading solar PV projects, Clean
Technology Partners have developed specialised
engineering capacity to assist the industry reach
its goals faster, at lower cost and risk.

Clean Technology Partners’
mission is to provide the most
innovative engineering services
and solutions for the solar
PV industry.

est.
2011

Solar
Systems
1.5MW CPV

2012

Hervey Bay
267kW
Rooftop PV

One Sun Capital
Solar Farm
11.1 MW Ground
Mount

IKEA Feasibility
3.9MW Rooftop

*Clean Technology Investment Program

2013

Cook Islands
Hybrid PV
Pre-Feasibility
4.65 MW

CTIP*
Projects
(7 sites)
1.7MW

Mildura Solar
Park #1
3.5 MW Ground
Mount

2014

Rouse Hill
Town Centre
350kWp Roof
Mount PV
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Re-Deployable
Hybrid
Power System
Feasibility (SunShift)

Mazeond College
270kW Roof Mount PV

L’Oreal Distribution
Centre 300kWp Roof
Mount PV

Swan Hill 14.4MW
Ground Mount

Raygen
200kW CPV

OUR SERVICES
Clean Technology Partners mission is to provide the most innovative
engineering services and solutions for the solar PV industry.
Our Services at a Glance
Managing approvals, standards compliance and
stakeholders encompasses risk and can endanger
timelines. Our engineers have the experience to
overcome technical roadblocks and accelerate
project development and delivery.

Pre-Construction
Utility PV
Hybrid Systems

Feasibility and
Concept Design

Commercial PV

• Chartered Engineer (Electrical)
– National Engineering Register

Mt Majura 2.3MW
Ground Mount

Construction

Power System
Studies and Grid
Application
Technical Reports

Engineering Credentials
Clean Technology Partners carries the following
engineering endorsements in-house for project
works and approvals:

2015

We are renowned for delivering sophisticated
engineering solutions for PV projects across
Australia. CTP works closely with the electrical
utilities and the PV industry for mutually
beneficial outcomes.

Our experience includes Commercial PV, Utility
PV and Hybrid Energy Systems. Our work spans
across the entire project lifecycle; from upfront
feasibility studies through to system commissioning
and in-life services.

Approvals:
Development
Application and
Grid Connection

Detailed
Engineering

Construction
Management
and Audits

In-Life

Remote
Monitoring,
Technical Support
and O&M

Commissioning
and Sign-Off

• Registered Professional Engineer
Queensland (Electrical)

• Clean Energy Council Accredited Designer:
Off-Grid PV Systems

• Registered Building Practitioner
(Electrical Engineer) – Victoria

• Energy Safe Victoria Blue Book – Electrical
Safety HV Electrical Apparatus Code of Practice

• Clean Energy Council Accredited
Designer: Grid Connect PV Systems
CEC FPDI Project
Report IES Connection
Standardisation

St Kilda
Town Hall
173kWp Roof
Mount

Casuarina Square
Shopping Centre
1.25MW Roof Mount

Kings
Canyon Resort
Diesel + PV
Hybrid

2016

Bathurst
Council
Waste Water
Plant 100kW
Ground Mount PV
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Vawdrey Trucks
750kWp Roof
Mount

Kelsey Creek
Solar Farm 60.5 MWp
Ground Mount

Broken Hill
and Nyngan
Solar Farms
53MWp + 102
MWp

Churchill Abattoir
900kWp Ground
Mount

Williamsdale
Solar Farm
11.1MW Ground
Mount
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UTILITY SOLAR
CTP has a proven track record through all stages of
the utility scale solar PV projects.
Feasibility Studies
CTP assesses the feasibility of a project by reviewing
site information and producing a preliminary report
which includes:
• Indicative Schematics (Site Layout, AC, DC)
• System Sizing (AC & MWp) due to Network and
other Constraints
• Energy Yield Assessment
• Technical Assessment – Critical Design Constraints
Concept Design
Refinement of the preliminary assessment
into a concept design suitable for your specific
site including:
• Site Layout
• Engineering Design (Technology Selection,
Bill of Materials, System Configuration)
• Electrical Schematics
• Detailed Energy Yield Reports

Grid Application
CTP will take you through all steps to get your
solar farm connected to the network including:
• Preliminary Enquiry
• Detailed Engineering Response
• Offer to Connect
• Grid Connection Agreement
Development Application Technical Input
CTP will prepare plans as requested by your
designated town planning agency. CTP’s scope
would typically include: dimensioned site plan,
floor plans & elevations of any proposed buildings,
details about solar panels and associated
structures, connection to network, all further
technical information.

Detailed Engineering
• Detailed Site Plans incorporating Access Roads,
HM/MV Substation and Associated Facilities
• Substation and Building Layouts/
General Arrangements
• Detailed Electrical Design (DC, LV and HV)
• Detailed Civil-Electrical Design
• Input for Civil Engineering (Mechanical, Structural)
• Tender Process for HV / Substation and Solar Farm
Principal Contractors / EPC
Construction Services & Commissioning
CTP will provide owner’s engineers services for
your project – on site and remotely. CTP can help
throughout all final steps until commissioning and
performance testing.

“Flexible and approachable Clean Tech Partners were able to deliver a very
broad range of services for this project. A true one stop shop that made a very daunting technical
process very straightforward. They were essential in making our dream become a reality.”
KCSF Consortium (Managing Directors)
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CLIENT: BELECTRIC AUSTRALIA PTY LTD
3,520 kWp Ground Mount
PV Project – Mildura Solar
Park #1
Timeline
Design Phase
01/2013 – 07/2013
Construction Phase
10/2013 – 03/2014
CTP Scope – Grid Connection,
HV Design & Australian
Standards Compliance
CTP was engaged as technical
consultants by the project developer
/ EPC, Belectric. CTP adapted the

Belectric design and negotiated
requirements with the DNSP (Powercor)
and Energy Safe Victoria to ensure
compliance with local requirements.
Project Challenges – Network
Constraints & Australian
Compliance Issues
The site is over 20km from the nearest
substation. Voltage issues on the
network initially limited the system size
to 2.5MW. Through a detailed Network
Technical Study, CTP designed a power
factor control strategy that facilitated
an additional 1MW of capacity.

Project Results – First Utility Scale
PV Project connected to the National
Electricity Market
Mildura Solar Park #1 was the first
utility scale PV project on the N.E.M
and has been in operation since March
2014. The construction took less than
six months and the project was
delivered within twelve months from
receiving Development Approval.

“Clean Technology Partner’s excellent
knowledge of local requirements and
processes has already removed a number
of roadblocks and accelerated development
of Belectric’s projects in Australia.“
Nir Dekel, CEO Belectric Australia
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CLIENT: KELSEY CREEK SOLAR FARM CONSORTIUM
60.48 MWp Ground Mount PV
Project – Kelsey Creek Solar
Farm, Proserpine, QLD
Timeline
Project Kick-Off
09/2015
Construction Phase & Energisation
anticipated for 2017
CTP Scope – Overall Engineering
Services & ARENA Bid Submission
Management
CTP’s deliverables consisted of: ARENA
Submission, Grid Connection Agreement
with Ergon Energy, Development

Approval with Council, Detailed Plant
Design in conjunction with the EPC,
various Commercial Readiness items.
Project Challenges – ARENA Timelines
& Technical Hurdles
The project faced challenges typical
for current utility scale projects at
development stage, ranging from
high wind loads causing structural
design challenges to tight external
deadlines imposing pressure on the
grid connection timelines.

www.clean-tech.com.au 6

Project Results – ‘Shovel Ready’Status On Target
KCSFC and CTP raced through the
milestones: Overall System Design,
Detailed Engineering Response, Land
Lease Contract and Development
Approval were all completed in less
than six months. KCSFC is currently in
discussions with a leading European
investor and EPC provider who expects
to commence construction in 2017.
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HYBRID ENERGY PROJECTS
CTP has successfully supported clients through numerous
hybrid energy projects by undertaking the following:
Feasibility Studies
There is enormous potential for hybrid PV / Diesel
projects in Australia and the Pacific to allow clients
to save on diesel imports in remote or off-grid areas.
CTP has completed several assessments of hybrid
PV / Diesel microgrids with detailed modelling of
energy flows, system operation and storage to
determine the economic benefits of offsetting diesel
genset electricity with Solar PV. Battery storage
options can be assessed based on both technical
and financial aspects (CAPEX and OPEX).

Concept Design
Refinement of the feasibility study findings into
a concept design suitable for your specific site,
consisting of:
• Site Layout
• Engineering Design (Bill of Materials, Technology,
Electrical Schematics)
• Detailed Energy Yield
• Control and Protection Schematics
Modelling
CTP has in-house microgrid modelling capability
which is done with DIgSILENT PowerFactory (leading
power system analysis software), PV Syst (industry
standard PV generation modelling software) and
HOMER (microgrid simulation software).

Detailed Design
CTP can design the most suitable solution for
your hybrid energy project. The design will reflect
the specific aim of the project: eg peak lopping,
peak shaving or emergency power supply.
Alterations of existing electrical infrastructure
as well as the integration of new equipment are
designed in-house by experienced CTP staff
members with the relevant certification.

“CTP’s team has done an outstanding job
at designing the complex hybrid PV system at
Kings Canyon Resort - meeting the projects’
tight timescales, evolving requirements and
communication challenges. The end result is
a system that has improved the reliability
and reduced energy costs for the customer
in a remote and harsh location.”
Phil Galloway, Director Syncline Energy
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CLIENT: LAING O’ROURKE
Mine Site Workers Camp –
Diesel + PV + Storage
Feasibility and Design Study
Timeline
Feasibility & Concept Design Phase
04/2013 – 06/2014
CTP Scope – Feasibility Report &
Concept Design
A detailed HOMER simulation model
was prepared in order to understand
the Levelised Cost of Energy (LCOE)
for a range of system options. CTP
produced a concept design of the HIM
(“hybrid integration module”), which
provided control and integration of
solar inverters and diesel generators.

© Laing O’Rourke
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Project Results – Successful System
Deployment
With the aid of HOMER energy flow
modeling software, CTP was able to
calculate the LCOE for a large variety
of plant configurations and hone in
on the optimum solution. The process
culminated with the award of a funding
grant and the project implementation
in the field.

“The knowledge and experience of Lachlan Bateman and the team at
CTP was invaluable to the project’s success, their fast response
was crucial in our success with obtaining support from ARENA
and moving from conception to reality.”
Michael Read – Project Manager

CLIENT: SYNCLINE ENERGY / DELAWARE NORTH
100kWp / 400kVA Diesel Genset
Hybrid Energy Project – Kings
Canyon Resort, King Canyon, NT
Timeline
Detailed Design Start
10/2015
Commissioning
12/2015
CTP Scope – Construction Design and
Hybrid Grid Box Supply
Construction Drawings for Solar PV and
integration of diesel gensets into an
existing micro-grid. Design and supply
of related protection and switchgear

© Syncline Energy

Project Challenges – Two workflows with
ARENA Grant Submission in parallel
In parallel to preparing the feasibility
study, Laing O’Rourke submitted a
proposal to the Australian Renewable
Energy Agency (ARENA) for funding
of the first re-deployable hybrid power
system. This required the team to
be very responsive in order to assist
with technical queries throughout
the application.

equipment. Integration of diesel
generator controller. All in one solution:
“Hybrid grid box” (see photo).

and clear instructions for Syncline’s
commissioning team via email
and landline.

Project Challenges – Remote Location
(No mobile reception)
The site is a remote tourism resort
six hours drive from Alice Springs,
in a location without mobile phone
coverage. The Grid Box scope included
extensive testing and commissioning
with the diesel generator units prior
to dispatch.

Project Results – Cheaper and more
reliable electricity supply
The installed system can dispatch the
diesel gensets as required to minimise
imported energy costs and provide
backup generation. The hybrid system
uses both solar and local diesel gensets
to reduce reliance on an expensive
microgrid in a remote location.

A high level of consistency in the
drawings had to be ensured, as
well as efficient communication
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COMMERCIAL SOLAR
Since its inception CTP has built itself a name by providing
innovative engineering solutions for Commercial PV.
CTP has supported all stages of Solar PV projects,
from feasibility to final sign-off; offering our clients
a complete design and connection solution. CTP has
successfully supported clients through numerous
projects by undertaking the following:

design, roof layouts, string layouts, framework
etc. The designs are CEC designer accredited and
comply with the relevant Australian Standards.

Feasibility Studies
CTP assesses the feasibility of a project by
reviewing the site’s existing consumption and
conducting detailed energy modelling and
financial modelling. CTP helps clients to assess
the financial case for projects and to make sales.

Grid Application
There are 16 DNSPs in Australia; CTP have
successfully negotiated the connection process
and obtained approval from all of them. CTP are
grid connection experts whose knowledge guides
their clients through the labyrinth of different
technical and regulatory requirements from
enquiry to approval.

Engineering Designs
CTP’s engineers add substantial experience to
commercial PV projects by preparing detailed
designs. These designs include AC design, DC

The engineering services are backed up by the
in-house grid box protection switchboard product,
which gives CTP’s clients a complete turn-key
solution for their commercial PV grid connection.

Commissioning & Sign-Off
To finalise connection, with many networks power
quality monitoring, injection testing and other
requirements must be met. CTP can provide these
services. Additionally, NER or RPEQ sign-off is
required in QLD, WA and for larger projects. CTP
has in-house capacity to sign-off these projects
by a chartered engineer.
Construction Management / Due Diligence
CTP has detailed knowledge of PV systems and
can effectively and competently review contractor
designs and installation to ensure the work meets
specification and requirements.

“We were confident of being in
capable hands with CTP, and the
technical expertise of Technical Director
Matt Haddad was a key contributor to
the success of the solar rooftop installation
project at Casuarina Square.”
GPT Management
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CLIENT: THE GPT GROUP
1,250.0 kWp Roof Mount PV
Project – Casuarina Square
Shopping Centre, Casuarina, NT
Timeline
Detailed Design Phase
11/2014 – 05/2015
Construction Phase
05/2015 – 11/2015
CTP Scope – Owners’ Engineering
and Technical Due Diligence
Review and optimisation of the initial
system design, tender review, grid
connection negotiation and key
technical advice. During construction,
CTP worked as GPT’s technical

© GPT Group

Project Challenges – Cyclonic
Wind Loads
Due to the cyclonic nature of northern
Australia, installing solar panels on
rooftops can be a challenge for many
existing structures. CTP worked with
structural engineers to determine an
appropriate fixing solution.

Project Results – Australia’s Largest
Solar PV Rooftop
It is expected that the solar PV system
will provide about 25% of the centre’s
communal light and power electricity
requirements. The installation at
Casuarina Square is the largest rooftop
solar installation in Australia and a
significant milestone in commercial
scale solar PV.

CLIENT: ENERVEST

CASE
STUDY
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270.0 kWp Roof Mount PV
Project – Mazenod College,
Mulgrave, VIC
Timeline
Approvals and Detailed Design Phase
07/2014 – 11/2015
Construction Phase
12/2014 – 08/2015

© Nearmaps

representative to review and optimise
the installation contractors design
and ensure the project timelines were
maintained whilst ensuring a high level
of quality.

CTP Scope – Grid Connection,
Construction Design and
Protection Engineering
Coordinate the grid connection of the
proposed Solar PV array on the United
Energy network. CTP also designed
and provided Grid Boxes for secondary
protection for the Solar PV array.

Project Challenges – Sprawling Campus
Mazenod College is a large school
that has had numerous new buildings
added to the site since its founding
in 1967. The installation of over
1,000 PV modules and 15 inverters
across five roofs required careful
and detailed planning.
Project Results – Australia’s Largest
School Rooftop Solar PV 2015
At completion, the project was the
largest Solar PV installation on a school
in Australia. The project was launched
in September 2015 by Stan Krpan,
CEO of Sustainability Victoria.
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“Having a streamlined
process and expertly executed
support is imperative, particularly
for large commercial projects.
Clean Technology Partners
made what could have been
a very slow and difficult process,
very easy, manageable and
above all successful.”
Ross Warby, Managing Director Enervest

© GPT Group

2 / 1-3 Belgium Avenue, Richmond
Victoria, Australia 3121
T. +61 (0) 3 9005 7371
E. enquiries@clean-tech.com.au
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